
STAT 416- Final Exam

KFUPM, Department of Mathematics

Kroumi Dhaker, Term 221

Write all details and Justify your answers

Exercise 1 (15 points)

A small barbershop, operated by a single barber, has room for at most two customers. Potential customers

arrive at a Poisson rate of three per hour, and the successive service times are independent exponential random

variables with mean
1

4
.

1. What is the average number of customers in the shop?

2. What fraction of potential customers are lost?

3. If the barber could work twice as fast, how more business would he do?
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Now, the proportionof lost customers is Ta =07
so the proportion of lost customers posses from to



Exercise 2 (15 points)

The manager of a market ca hire either Mary or Alice. Mary, who gives service at exponential rate of 20

customers per hour, can be hired at a rate of $3 per hour. Alice, who gives service at exponential rate of 30

customers per hour, can be hired at a rate $C per hour. The manager estimates that, on the average, each

customer’s time is worth $1 per hour and should be accounted for in the model. Assume customers arrive at

a Poisson rate of 10 per hour.

1. What is the average cost per hour if Mary is hired? If Alice is hired?

2. Find C is the average cost per hour is the same for Mary and Alice.
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as Mary: It is an MIMIA system with 6= 10 andx =20.

sin average, we have =cT = 1 customer per hour
in the system. The cost for theinarket is

1x 14 + 34=4$pe hour
Alice: It is an MIMIA system with 6= 10 andx = 30.

Sin average, we have =IFE customer per hour

in the system. The cost for theinarket u
Ex1B + c =c+ 24hour

b) The cost is the some if 4 = C + 2 = c= E.



Exercise 3 (15 points)

A truck driver regularly drives round trips from A to B and then back to A. Each time he drives from A to

B, he drives at a fixed speed that (in miles per hour) is uniformly distributed between 40 and 60. Each time

he drives from B to A, he drives at a fixed speed that is equally likely to be either 40 or 60.

1. In the long run, what proportion of his driving time is spent going from B to A?

2. In the long run, for what proportion of his driving time is he driving at a speed of 40 miles per hour?
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Y z alternating renewal processAringadriving
from A toB from B to A

Arenewal corresponds to "arrive to A
"

Let Tij be the time to go from i tojands be the speed when the drive

is going from A to B.

Then, we have ECTA,B] = ELECTAB (ST) =(.0.STABIS=1]c
-60x =[Ins] =In(),
48

where as is the distance from A toB.

In the otherhand, we have ECTB,AE+i ==48&drive at <
S I Time to go

speed 40 time to drive at from B to A
go from speed 60
BtoA
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Exercise 4 (20 points)

A facility produces items according to a Poisson process with rate �. However, it has shelf space for only k

items and so it shuts down production whenever K items present. Customers arrive at the facility according

to a Poisson process with rate µ. Each customer wants one item and will immediately depart either with the

item or empty handed if there is no item available. Let Xt be the number of items in stock at time t � 0.

1. Show that (Xt)t is a birth-death process and give the birth and death rates.

2. Find its stationary distribution.

3. Find the proportion of customers that go away empty handed.

4. Find the average number of items in stock.

5. Find the average time that an item is on the shelf.

Hint:
Pm

i=n x
i = xn�xm+1

1�x

4

11 Number of items increases by one if the facility produces an
item

(xi =xf0i=0,1,...,K-1) and
deceases by one if a customer

arrives to the facility (Ni=pfori=1,2, ...,K)

21 Wehove Oi= (1"foli=0,1, ..., K. Then,
K K

20i =E5 =
+1

i=0

=>Tn =5 =x- ifon=011....K
i=0

3) The answer is To=
4) The average

number is 0 *Tn -ERNEER
K

5/ W == =FERNTOTHE where No=x (1-TK
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Exercise 5 (15 points)

Jacob’s car buying policy is to always buy a new car, repair all breakdowns that occur during the first T time

units of ownership, and then junk the car and buy a new one at the first breakdown that occurs after the car

has reached age T . Suppose that the time until the first breakdown of a new car is exponential with rate �,

and that each time a car is repaired the time until the next breakdown is exponential with rate µ.

1. At what rate does Jacob buy new cars?

2. Supposing that a new car costs C and that a cost r is incurred at each repair, what is Jacob’s long run

average cost per unit time.
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of Arenewal is when Jack buy anew car. The answer is I I
EIX]

where is the interarrival. Here, to find an expression of X we will use
N: the number of breakolowns in [0,T]. More precisely, we have

E(XIN] = s x + E(Exp(x]=T+Fif N
=0

IT+ E/Exy(N] =T+EifN=1
-E(X] =(T+E)#9Exp(x>Ty + (T+E)- ISEx(x)<T3
-

Se-xtd+=e-6T
=>E(X] = T + Fe*+EEAT

By the elementory renewal theorem,the rate is
T + Fe*+EEAT

b) Let Y be the time to the first breakdown. If Y,T, then the total cost
R is only c. If YT, then the number of breakdowns in the

interval [Y, T] is a Poisson process with rate p -> inaverage NIT-Y)
T

=>ECR] = ECECRIYT] =So(+r+N(T-r) xe
-xFdy +SPC /exydy
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Then, the average cost per unit time is
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Exercise 6 (20 points)

Consider a Network of three stations with a single server at each station. Customers arrive at stations 1, 2,

3 in accordance with Poisson processes having respective rates 5, 10 and 15. The service times at the three

stations are exponential with respective rates 10, 50 and 100.

• A customer completing service at station 1 is equally likely to (i) go to station 2, (ii) go to station 3, or

(iii) leave the system.

• A customer departing service at station 2 always goes to station 3.

• A departure from service at station 3 is equally likely to either go to station 2 or leave the system.

1. Find the stationary distribution of the system state.

2. What is the average number of customers in the system?

3. What is the average time a customer spends in the system?
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Inserting (2) in (1) leads to

re =15 + E(50 +r] =) Ez =20 =re =40

(2) =v3 =50 + 40 =10.

2π(m,ne,ns) =(1- )()n
= (1-)-(x(1- 5) =(58(1 - 38)+,/50g

for any . Me,M37,0



xL =zr =5+40+oREO
= customes
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3/xa =4 + ra + r3 =5+ 40 + 10 =2505

=>w ==clON


